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Lively

ad lib.

Tune Uke in Eb
Bb Eb G C

Key Bb

1. There's no entertainment like the good old Music Hall
That's the place to
2. When you're tired of "talkies," and you're fed up with the screen,
Follow the exit

Key Bb

go to when the evening shadows fall,
If you want a spot of laughter

Key Bb

when you're feeling blue,
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LET'S ALL GO TO THE MUSIC HALL,

Where the show is gay and

bright.

LET'S ALL GO TO THE MUSIC HALL,

Where the stars are

twinkling twice a night; Whether you sit in the gallery, the circle, or the pit, Or

whether you sit in a red plush stall, When the busy day is done, if you want to have some

fun,

LET'S ALL GO TO THE MUSIC HALL,

HALL.
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